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The objective of this project is to establish a simple, fast, easy to perform and inexpensive
method to decipher cellphones security codes by looking at fingermarks left on the screen.
Alphanumeric passwords and patterns locks are targeted for this project.

This study is divided into two parts:
Ø Positive traces: Traces made by the deposit of secretions present on the fingers on a surface

and revealed with powders.
Ø Negative traces: Traces made by the removal of a substance present on a surface.

4 - Results

Following the various tests, it was possible to determine that the most effective developer powder is Ultramarine Blue, since it allows a good
observation of all traces and has less background noise than the others. The least effective revelation powder is ginger. These two substances
will be used for comparison purposes in the following. The substance selected for the negative traces is PAM canola oil, since it best meets the
various criteria. In conclusion, the objective of this project was to develop a method that would determine the code for unlocking phones. The
tested methods are able to determine the digits of the code and the unlocking pattern, although the order of the digits is difficult to establish. Each
of the methods has advantages and disadvantages that should be considered before choosing a method. Several perspectives can be
considered for continuing the project.
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With the ubiquity of cell
phones and the amount of
personal data they contain,
it has become essential to
secure them well. Users
are generally resorting to
pattern lock or passcodes.
In addition to security,
these measures also
constitute challenges to law
enforcement when they
have to analyze mobile
devices whose content
may prove to be of interest.
To overcome this issue,
different solutions are
proposed, but they have
certain limitations that
mean that other means
must be deployed to
override the security of
mobile devices

Figure 1 represents the methodology performed for the positive traces. For the development of
the traces, powdered spices are used such as turmeric, cocoa and ginger, as well as the
pigment Ultramarine Blue, a synthetic inorganic pigment that is part of the composition of the
semi-precious stone lapis lazuli. These powders have been chosen to avoid the chemical and
toxicity of the usual fingerprint powders.
Figure 2 represents the methodology carried out for the negative traces. Thus, different
substances are applied on the screen to determine which one allows to better observe the
traces. Different everyday substances were tested for this purpose.
The rest of the experiments consisted of determining the code invented by a volunteer by using
the most effective method for each type of traces.
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Figure 1: Methodology for positive traces Figure 2 :  Methodology for negative traces

Product Odor Texture Visibility of the substance 
on the screen

Visibility of the 
code/pattern lock Ease of application

Yves Rocher
Energizing Shower

Bath
Strong Viscous Not very visible Yes Easy

Johnson’s® Cotton 
Touch Newborn Baby 

Face and Body
Low Smooth Visible Yes Easy

PAM® Canola Oil Low Greasy Not very visible Yes Easy

GARNIER® Fructis® 

Color Shield
Conditioner

Strong Smooth Not very visible Yes Medium

The Inkey ListTM

Hyaluronic Acid Serum None Smooth Not very visible Yes Easy

Table 1: Positive traces methods Table 2: Negatives traces methods

Test True code

Determined code

Positive traces Negative traces

Ginger Ultramarine 
blue PAM® Canola Oil

1 792869 729896 789269 789269

2 501436 501436 510634 501436

3 829486 46892 982486 982486

Table 3: Evaluation for code sequence identification

Powder
Presence of 
background 

noise

Visibility of 
traces 

forming the 
code

Visibility of the 
pattern lock 

Cocoa A little Yes A little

Turmeric A little Yes A little

Ginger A lot Yes A little

Ultramarine 
blue No Yes Yes
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Figure 4 :  Visibility of the traces forming the code on 
the PAM® Canola Oil

Figure 3 : Visibility of the traces forming the code 
developed with Ultramarine blue
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